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Abstract. The increased use of personal private devices
(PPDs) is drawing greater attention to the effects of
continuous-wave interference (CWI) on the performance of
global positioning system (GPS) receivers. The effective
carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/N0), an essential index of
GNSS receiver performance, is studied in this paper.
Receiver tracking performance deteriorates in the presence
of interference. Hence, the effective C/N0, which measures
tracking performance, decreases. However, simulations
and bench tests have shown that the effective C/N0 may
increase in the presence of CWI. The reason is that
a sinusoidal signal is induced by the CWI in the correlator
and may be tracked by the carrier tracking loop. Thus, the
effective carrier power depends on the power of the signal
induced by the CWI, and the effective C/N0 increases with
the power of the CWI. The filtering of the CWI in the
carrier tracking loop correlator and its effect on the phase
locked loop (PLL) tracking performance are analyzed.
A mathematical model of the effect of the CWI on the
effective C/N0 is derived. Simulation results show that the
proposed model is more accurate than existing models,
especially when the jam-to-signal ratio (JSR) is greater
than 30 dBc.
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1. Introduction
In global position system (GPS), understanding the
effects of interference is important for conducting threat
assessments, mitigation research and selecting ground
control sites. Thus, it is necessary to establish accurate
models of the effects of interference on a receiver.
Assessments of the effects of interference usually focus on indexes such as the post-correlation effective carrier-to-noise density ratio (C/N0) and the code tracking
error [1–4]. The effective C/N0 has been investigated in
many studies because it is used in assessing interference
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effects on acquisition, carrier tracking and data demodulation in receivers [5–7]. Early research by Betz used estimation theory with the assumptions of partial-band interference and Gaussian distributions to evaluate the effective
C/N0 of receivers [1]. Bek et al. conducted mathematical
analyses of pulse interference on the effective C/N0 in GPS
receivers [8]. Research on mitigation techniques for GNSS
receivers has drawn increasing attention [9–11]. Omar
derived measures of the code tracking error in receivers
using time-domain blanking and frequency-domain adaptive filtering [9].
These studies on interference concentrated on complex modulation interference and mitigation. Another topic
of research is the effect of CWI on the effective C/N0
[12–15]. The increased use of personal private devices
(PPDs) [16], [17] has generated greater interest in the effects of CWI on civilian receivers. However, the effective
C/N0 models developed for partial-band interference in [1]
cannot be applied to CWI because bandwidth of CWI is
too narrow to use continuous spectral density of navigation
signal [14]. The spectrum of navigation signals should be
modeled as a line spectrum in the presence of CWI because
of the pseudo-random noise (PRN) code repetition [15].
An important conclusion in [15] was that CWI induces the
maximum loss in the effective C/N0 when the frequency of
the CWI coincides with the worst spectral line of the navigation signal. In [13–15], wrongly applying continuous
power spectrum density in [1] to continuous-wave Dirac
delta function is removed. However, the effect of the CWI
on the PLL tracking was neglected. If the power of a sinusoidal signal or a constant term resulting from CWI passing
through the correlator is greater than that of the navigation
signal, the PLL may track the signal resulting from the
CWI. This behavior may cause the effective C/N0 to increase with the jam-to-signal ratio (JSR), which has been
observed in simulations and lab tests of interference modulation schemes, but this is inconsistent with the effective
C/N0 estimation model presented in [15].
The goal of this study was to clarify the effects of
CWI on the effective C/N0 of GPS receivers and other
GNSS receivers using binary phase-shift keying codes. The
contributions of this study can be summarized as follows:
A. The filtering of the CWI in the correlator of the
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carrier tracking loop is detailed.
B. A more accurate mathematical model for assessing the effect of CWI on the effective C/N0 of
GPS receivers is developed.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, the carrier tracking loop and the intermediate-frequency signal are
briefly discussed. In Sec. 3, the filtering of the CWI in the
correlator is examined, and its effect on the carrier tracking
loop is analyzed. In Sec. 4, a model of the effect of CWI on
the effective C/N0 is derived. In Sec. 5, results of simulations conducted to validate the proposed effective C/N0
model are presented. Section 6 presents conclusions drawn
from this research.

SINR. The effective C/N0 is sufficient for characterizing
both the coherent and non-coherent SINRs [1]. In the present study, the coherent SINR is selected to derive the
effective C/N0. The coherent SINR is defined as follows:

EI 
varI 
2

SINR 

where E{·} denotes the expectation operator and var{·}
denotes the variance.
The relation between the coherent SINR and the effective C/N0 is as follows [1]:

CN 0eff 

SINR
2T 

B /2

 B /2

2. Receiver Carrier Tracking Loop
The carrier tracking loop of a GPS receiver is shown
in Fig. 1.
The carrier tracking loop shown in Fig. 1 is essentially a phase-locked loop (PLL). A Costas PLL is used in
most GPS receivers. The intermediate-frequency input
signal x(t) is defined as follows:

x (t )  s ( t )  l (t )  n ( t )





 asd (t )c(t  s ) exp j  2  f c  f d  t  s  (1)
 al exp  j  2f lt  l    n(t )
where as is the amplitude of the navigation signal s(t),
c(t − τs) is the PRN code, τs is the time of arrival of the
signal, d(t) is the navigation data, fc is the carrier frequency, fd is the Doppler frequency, θs is the initial phase
of the carrier, fl is the frequency of the interference l(t), θl
is the initial phase of l(t), and n(t) is Gaussian white noise;
i.e., n(t) ∝ N(0, σ2). The baseband signals i and q are acquired by removing the carrier signal and the PRN code
from x(t). Signals i and q pass through an integrate-dump
filter to generate I and Q, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1.
These are the main functions of a correlator. The carrier
numerically controlled oscillator (NCO) is time adjusted to
guarantee that the output of the phase discriminator is zero.
The code-tracking loop (or delay-locked loop (DLL))
of a GPS receiver performs either coherent or non-coherent
early-late processing (NELP). Correspondingly, the postcorrelation signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR)
can be defined as either the coherent or non-coherent
i

I

x(t )
r ( , )
q
Q

c (t   s   )

Fig. 1. GPS receiver carrier tracking loop.

(2)

(3)

Gs ( f )df

where T is the integration interval, B is the front-end band
and Gs(f) is the normalized power spectral density of the
navigation signal.
The signal at the output of integrate-dump filter is

1 T /2
x (t ) s0 (t  ) exp  j dt
T  T /2
1 T /2
  s(t ) s0 (t  ) exp  j  dt
T  T /2
1 T /2
  l (t ) s0 (t  ) exp  j dt
T  T /2
1 T /2
  n (t ) s0 (t  ) exp  j  dt
T  T /2
 rss ( , )  rls ( , )  rws ( , )

r ( , ) 

(4)

where θ is the carrier tacking phase error, τ is the tracking
code delay, s0(t) is the reference signal and s(t) approximates the normal navigation signal.

3. Effect of CWI on the Carrier
Tracking Loop
3.1 Filtering of the CWI in the Correlator
The transformation of the CWI signal as it passes
from the intermediate-frequency input to the integratedump filter output is analyzed on the premise that the reference signal s0(t) is in phase with the carrier signal and the
PRN code delay is zero; that is, θ = 0, τ = 0. Thus, the
output of the integrate-dump filter induced by the CWI is
given by (5),
1 T /2
rls ( , ,U )   exp  j l (t ) s0 (t  )dt
T -T /2
a T /2
 l  exp  j  2f  t    l  s   c(t  s  )dt
(5)
T -T /2
a T 
 l  T2 exp  j  2f  u     c(u  s )du
T - 2 
 al exp  j  S (  f  )  al S ( f  ) exp  j  2 f remU     
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where U is the sample sequence number following the
integrate-dump operation, β = 2πfΔτ + θ + θl − θs, |·| denotes absolute value, fΔ = fl − fc − fd is the difference between the carrier and CWI frequencies, Fc = 1 / Tc is the
PRN code repetition frequency, and Tc is the PRN code
repetition interval. The frequency frem of the signal output
by the correlator is

 mod( f  , Fc ), if mod( f  , Fc )  Fc / 2
f rem  
  mod( f  , Fc ), if mod( f  , Fc )  Fc / 2

(6)

The phase of S(fΔ) is

 ImS ( f  ) 

 ReS ( f  ) 

  tan 1 

(7)

where the normal spectrum of the navigation signal is
defined as

S( f ) 

1
T



T /2

 T /2

c(t  s ) exp   j 2 ft  d t .

(8)

The navigation signal has a line spectrum, and the
interval between the spectral lines is Fc [15]. The in-phase
and quadrature components of the output of the integratedump filter are expressed as follows:

I ls  Re rls (t )

(9)

 al S ( f  ) cos  2f remU     ,
Qls  Im rls (t )

(10)

 al S ( f  ) sin  2f remU     .

Equations (9) and (10) show that the frequency of the
filtered CWI signal output by the correlator is frem. The
amplitude of this signal depends on the amplitude of the
CWI at the intermediate-frequency input and the normal
navigation signal spectral value at fΔ. Alternatively, the
product of the PRN code c(u − τs) and exp(j2πfΔu) in the
time domain in (5) shifts the frequency of the PRN code up
by fΔ Hz. The integration operation ∫−T/2T/2·dt can be regarded
as low-pass filtering with the cut-off frequency
fΔ = 1 / T Hz. If fΔ ≠ lFc Hz, (l = 0, ± 1, ± 2, …), the spectral line at -fΔ Hz is shifted to a frequency between zero and
0

fcut. Usually, T ≥ Tc, so fcut ≤ Fc. Because of the low pass
filter with the cut-off frequency fcut Hz, only one spectral
line remains. Thus, the CWI generates an output from the
correlator with a frequency of frem = mod(fΔ, Fc). The case
where frem = 0, namely, where the frequency of the CWI
coincides with that of the navigation signal spectral lines,
will not be analyzed here; this case will be covered in
future research.
The following example illustrates the aforementioned
process. It is assumed that the power of the CWI is unity,
the sequence number of the coarse acquisition (C/A) PRN
code is 6 (i.e., PRN #6), T is 1 ms or 10 ms, fΔ
is -226.95 kHz, τ = 0 and β = 0. From (9) and (10),
Ils = al|S(fΔ)|cos(2πfremU) and Qls = al|S(fΔ)|sin(2πfremU). The
signal in (5) is shown in the frequency domain in Fig. 2,
where the horizontal axis is frequency and the vertical axis
is amplitude.
The PRN code spectrum in the left subfigure of Fig. 2
is shifted down to 226.95 kHz. In other words, the spectral
line at 227 kHz is shifted left by 50 Hz. The shifted line
spectrum passes through a low-pass filter (shown by the
solid line in the right subfigure) and remains sinusoidal
with a frequency of 50 Hz. The local spectrum of the PRN
code is shown for the case T = 1 ms.
The real and imaginary parts and the envelope of the
spectrum are shown in Fig. 3, where the horizontal axis is
frequency and the vertical axis is amplitude. The spectrum
envelope is the same as that in left subfigure of Fig. 2 for
the case T = 1 ms. The components Ils and Qls are shown in
Fig. 4.
Figure 4 shows Ils, Qls and the envelope of rls, where
the horizontal axis is time and the vertical axis is amplitude. The data are shown for the first 1 ms. The results in
Figs. 3 and 4 validate equations (9) and (10). The spectrum
of rls is given in Fig. 5, which shows that the frequency of
rls is approximately 50 Hz.
In summary, CWI filtered by the correlator remains
sinusoidal (if its frequency does not coincide with the spectral lines of the navigation signal, i.e., fΔ ≠ lFc). This
conclusion is reached on the premise that the carrier and
PRN code signals are in phase. If the PRN code signal is in
0
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phase, the navigation signal filtered by the correlator may
also be a sinusoid. Because the filter outputs generated by
the CWI and the navigation signal are fed into the tracking
loop, either of them may be tracked by the PLL. Which
signal is tracked depends on its power at the output of the
correlator; i.e., the signal with the higher power will be
tracked. The effect of CWI on the PLL tracking will be
analyzed for various values of JSR.

3.2 Effect of CWI on PLL Tracking
We begin by examining the effect of CWI on a DLL.
The NELP scheme is used in most receivers because of its
insensitivity to carrier frequency errors and phase errors.
The early and late components of a signal at the output of
a DLL code correlator are as follows [3]:

(13)

The signal r(θδ) in (13) is necessary to compute the
effective C/N0. In the previous section, it was shown that
signals output by the correlator resulting from both CWI
and the navigation signal enter the PLL, and the output
with the higher power will be tracked. Depending on which
signal the PLL tracks, the effective C/N0 model may be
different. Thus, in analyzing the effect of CWI on the PLL
tracking, three values of the correlator JSR are considered.
We define the correlator JSR as η = a2l |S(fΔ)|2 / a2s .
The case without interference serves as the reference.
Without interference, equation (13) can be written as
r(θδ) = rss(θδ) + rws(θδ), where T is 1 ms, the carrier-tonoise ratio (CNR) is 50 dBHz, and the other parameter
values are as shown in Fig. 2. When the PLL is locked, the
Q component is noise and the I component is a mix of
a constant term from the signal and noise, as shown in
Fig. 6, where the horizontal axis is time and the vertical
axis is amplitude. The variation in the I component is
caused by the change in sign of the navigation signal. In
the following, the effect of CWI on the PLL tracking will
be discussed for three cases of correlator JSR η.
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The error signal at the output of the code correlator is
E{E − L} = a2s R2Δ/2 − a2s R2−Δ/2 or E{E − L} = 0 (see Appendix
A for further details), where R()is the normal PRN code
autocorrelation, RΔ = R(τ − Δ), and Δ is the early-late spacing. Thus, τ = 0 in (4) when the PLL is in a locked condition, so CWI will not result in code tracking errors. Let the
carrier tracking phase error be denoted by θδ. Then, the
signal at the output of integrate-dump filter in Fig. 1 is
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Case a:

Case b:

η << 1

In this case, the power of the filtered CWI signal
(from the correlator) is less than that of the filtered navigation signal, so the PLL tracks the navigation signal. Substituting τ = 0 and Δ = 0 into (32) and (34) in Appendix A
yields
r (  )

In this case, the power of the filtered CWI signal is
larger than that of the filtered navigation signal, so the PLL
tracks the filtered CWI signal. Substituting τ = 0 and Δ = 0
into (40) and (42) in Appendix A yields

r (  )
 rss ( )  rls ( )  rws ( )

 rss ( )  rls ( )  rws (  )

 rws (  )  d (T )as exp  j 

 rwt (  )

(14)

 al S ( f  ) exp  j  2f remU      

(15)

 d (T )as exp  j  2f remU    e  
 al S ( f   f rem ) exp  j    l  s   

 rws (  )  d (T )as

 rwt (  )  al S ( f   f rem )

 al S ( f  ) exp  j  2f remU  e   

 d (T )as exp  j  2f remU    2e   .

where d(T) is the sign of the navigation signal.
Equation (14) shows that the I component consists of
noise, the filtered CWI signal and the constant term from
the navigation signal. The JSR in this case is 10 dBc. The
carrier tracking results are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 (the
latter shows only the first 100 ms of the data). Comparing
Figs. 6 and 7, it can be concluded that the amplitude of the
I component is approximately equal in both. The amplitude
of the I component depends on the amplitude of the navigation signal, as indicated in (14). Figure 8 indicates that
the sinusoidal signal exists in both the I component and the
Q component. The frequency of the sinusoid is approximately 50 Hz, which can be computed from frem =
mod(-226.95 × 103, 103) = 50 Hz.

Equation (15) shows that the I component consists of
noise, the filtered navigation signal and a constant term
from the CWI. In this case, the JSR is 50 dBc. The carrier
tracking results are shown in Fig. 9.
Comparing Figs. 6 and 9, it can be observed that the
amplitude of the I component is much higher in the latter,
although the CNR is equal. The increase in the amplitude
of the I component results from the increase in power of
the CWI, as (15) indicates. Figure 10 indicates that the
sinusoidal signal exists in both the I component and the Q
component. The frequency of this signal is approximately
50 Hz, which can be computed from frem =
mod(-226.95 × 103, 103) = 50 Hz.
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0.1

η≈1

In this case, the power of the filtered CWI signal is
approximately equal to that of the filtered navigation signal, so the PLL may track the wrong signal or not track
either signal. The JSR in this case is 20 dBc. The normal
power of the strongest spectral line of the PRN 6 code is
approximately -21 dB. Thus, al|S(fΔ)| is approximately
equal to as. The carrier tracking results are shown in
Fig. 11 which indicates that the PLL does not track either
of the filtered CWI or navigation signals.
In summary, the effect of CWI on the PLL performance depends on the correlator JSR. The effect of CWI
on the effective C/N0 is analyzed in the following section.
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The effect of CWI on the PLL performance depends
on the JSR. Therefore, the effect of CWI on the effective
C/N0 depends on the JSR.
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a2 S ( f )
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 E I   al S ( f  )  0  Gs ( f )df
2
2T  B /2

(17)
where Gs( f ) is the normal power spectrum density of the
navigation signal, Gw( f ) is the noise power spectral density function and B is the receiver band. The variance is

Var I (t )



 E I (t )


N0
2T



2

B /2

 B /2

Gs ( f )df

 B /2

Gs ( f )df

CN 0eff 



2

 Tal2 S ( f  )

2

.

as2
N 0  Tal2 S ( f  )

2

.

(20)

This effective C/N0 model is the same as that in [15]
and that used by Betz in research on the effects of narrowband interference with Gaussian distributions on the
effective C/N0.
Case b:

2
1
2
 as2  al2 S ( f  )  Re rwt (  )
2

(19)

as2

2

2

1
B /2

Usually, the main lobe of the navigation signal is
covered by the receiver band. Thus, ∫ B− /B2/ 2 Gs( f )df ≈ 1.
Equation (19) can then be simplified as

To compute the variance, the mean square value of
the I component is computed:

 E Re r (  )

500

CN 0eff
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E I   E Re  r (  )   d (T )as .
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Fig. 11. Integrate-dump filter output (JSR = 20 dBc).

η << 1

In this case, the carrier tracking loop tracks the navigation signal. The SINR will be used for this analysis.
Firstly, E{I} is analyzed according to (2), where E{I} is
derived from (14):

E I

200
300
Time/ms

where N0 is the noise power spectral density. Substituting
(2), (16) and (18) into (3) yields

4. Effective C/N0 Model

Case a:

I Branch
Q Branch

Amplitude

Case c:

511

η >> 1

In this case, the carrier tracking loop tracks the filtered CWI signal. If the frequency frem of the filtered CWI
signal is beyond the tracking range of the PLL, the PLL
will not track, but this case is not considered in this study.
It is assumed in this study that the filtered CWI signal can
be tracked by the PLL. Similarly, as in the case where
η << 1, E{I} is derived from (15):

E I   al S ( f   f rem )

(21)

and the variance is given by

  E I (t)

Gs ( f )df 

a2 S( f )
N
 0 l
2T
2

2



Var I (t )  E I (t )

2

1
2T



B /2

 B /2

Gl ( f )Gs ( f )df

(18)

2



 E I (t ) 
2

N 0 as2
 . (22)
2T 2

Then, the effective C/N0 is
2

CN 0eff 

al2 S ( f   f rem )
.
N 0  Tas2

(23)
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Case c:

10

η≈1

In this case, the power levels of the filtered CWI and
navigation signals are approximately equal. The carrier
tracking loop may track the wrong signal or fail to track, as
shown in Fig. 11. In this case, the effective C/N0 cannot be
estimated.
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5. Simulations
Simulations were conducted using a software-defined
receiver developed by Borre and Akos [18]. The DLL
damping coefficient was 0.7, the noise band was 2 Hz, the
early-late spacing was 1/2 chip, the carrier tracking loop
damping coefficient was 0.7, the noise band was 25 Hz,
and all other parameter values for the receiver were chosen
as in [18].
The parameters for the navigation signal were chosen
as follows: the sampling frequency was 38.192 MHz, the
carrier frequency was 9.548 MHz, the CNR was 45 dBHz,
the GPS L1 C/A code PRN sequence 6 was used, the time
of arrival of the navigation code τs was 0, and the symbol
rate was 1.023 Mcps. The PRN #6 sequence was chosen to
allow a comparison with the results in [15]. In [15], the
effective C/N0 was defined as follows:

r

CN 0eff

as2
N0



B /2

 B /2



B /2

 B /2

Gs  f  df

Gs  f  df 

2
l

a
Gs  f  
N0



as2
(24)
N 0  al2Gs  f  

where the normal power spectral density of the navigation
signal is defined as
N 1

Gs ( f )  T  sin c   f   k / Tc  T  C ( k ) E ( k ) (25)
2

2

k 0

C(k) = Cprn(k) / N, Cprn(k) is the N-point fast Fourier
transform (FFT) of the PRN code and N is the length of the
code sequence. For the GPS L1 C/A signal, N = 1023. The
signal E(k) is defined as follows:

 k 
sin 2   
 N .
E (k ) 
2
 k 



 N

(26)

The relation between the navigation signal spectrum
SG(f) and its power spectral density Gs(f) is

SG ( f )  Gs ( f ) / T


N 1

 sin c   f
k 0

Frequecny resolution 0.1kHz
Frequecny resolution 1kHz

-25

 k / Tc  T  C ( k ) E ( k )

.(27)

2

2



Although it appears that equation (27) can be substituted into (8) as S(f), |S(f)| is not equal to |SG(f)|. A plot of
|S(f)|2 and |SG(f)|2 is given in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12. Power difference between |S(f)|2 and |SG(f)|2 .

Figure 12 shows the difference in power between
|S(f)|2 and |SG(f)|2 as a function of the frequency, where the
integration time step was 1 ms. The power difference is
insignificant at the frequencies l / Tc (l = 0, 1, 2…) Hz,
which can be observed from the curve for a frequency
resolution of 1 kHz shown in Fig. 12. However, the power
difference may be as large as -28 dB, which can be observed from the curve for a frequency resolution of
0.1 kHz shown in Fig. 12. Equation (27) can be used to
estimate the spectrum at only at the frequencies l / Tc. Thus,
equation (27) cannot be used to estimate S(f). For this
analysis, the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the C/A code
during the first Tc seconds was used to estimate S(f).
It can be observed that the largest spectral line of the
PRN #6 code is at 227 kHz, and its power is approximately -21 dB. Therefore, when the JSR is 21 dB, the
power of the filtered CWI signal is approximately equal to
that of the filtered navigation signal. The estimate of the
effective C/N0 is defined as follows:

E  I sim ( n ) 

2

CN 0eff 

var  I sim ( n ) 

(28)

where Isim(n) is the real part of the output of the integratedump filter of the software-defined receiver. The effective
C/N0 update interval was 1 s. The bit rate for the GPS C/A
signal was 50 Hz because the duration of one data chip was
20 ms. For an integration time T of 1 ms, there are 20
points in one data chip.
Four scenarios were simulated. The parameter values
for the scenarios are shown in Tab. 1. Scenarios A and B
were chosen to reveal the relation between the frequency
difference and the effective C/N0 in the presence of CWI of
various power levels. Scenarios C and D were chosen to
show the relation between JSR and the effective C/N0.
It should be noted that -226 kHz, -227 kHz
and -228 kHz are excluded. Only the CWI, the frequency
of which does not coincide with the spectral lines of the
navigation signal, is considered. The span of fΔ in scenarios
A and B should be the same. However, when the JSR is
50 dBc, fΔ should be chosen to guarantee that the filtered
CWI with a frequency of frem can be tracked by the PLL.
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A

B

Span of fΔ [kHz]
− 228 ~ − 226
with step 20 Hz
− 225.95 ~ − 226.05 ;
− 226.95 ~ − 227.05;
− 227.95 ~ − 228.05
with step 5 Hz

C
− 226.95
D

JSR [dBc]

45

Others

8

50

Numerical Results of proposed model
Simulation Results
Numerical results of model in [15]

44

τs = 0;
θe = 0

0 ~ 14; in increments
of 2 dB
30 ~ 50; in
increments of 2 dB

Effective CN0/dBHz

Scenario
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40
-228

This simulation was designed to analyze the effect of
the frequency on the effective C/N0 when the power of the
filtered CWI signal is less than that of the filtered
navigation signal.
It can be observed that the simulation results and the
analytic results obtained with the proposed model in (20)
are consistent, demonstrating the accuracy of the model.
The JSR was 8 dBc in this scenario. The filtered CWI signal power was less than that of the filtered navigation signal, the PLL tracked the navigation signal, and the CWI
increased the noise power after correlation, as indicated in
(20). The power of the filtered CWI signal was negatively
proportional to the effective C/N0. This result is consistent
with previous research such as [15], from which (24) was
obtained, and explains the consistency between the effective C/N0 computed with the proposed model and with
(24). However, there were some differences in the two
estimates of the effective C/N0. These discrepancies were
the result of the difference between |SG(f)|2 and |S(f)|2,
which was shown in Fig. 12. The results show that the
effective C/N0 varies with the frequency difference, as
indicated in (20) and (24). Because the power spectrum of
the PRN code is a line spectrum, the power of the spectral
lines depends on the frequency, as indicated in (8). In particular, if fΔ = −227 kHz, the effective C/N0 reaches a minimum because the spectral line at 227 kHz is the strongest
spectral line for PRN #6.

5.2 Scenario B
The effective C/N0 estimation results for this scenario
are shown in Fig. 14, where the horizontal axis is the
frequency difference between the carrier and the CWI and
the vertical axis is the effective C/N0.
The parameters for this scenario were chosen to
assess the effect of the frequency difference on the
effective C/N0 when the power of filtered CWI signal is
stronger than that of the filtered navigation signal.

-227.5
-227
-226.5
Frequency difference/kHz

-226

Fig. 13. Effective C/N0 estimation results for Scenario A.
60
50
Effective CN0/dBHz

The effective C/N0 estimation results are shown in
Fig. 13, where the horizontal axis is the frequency
difference between the carrier and the CWI and the vertical
axis is the effective C/N0.
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Tab. 1. Parameter values for the four scenarios.

5.1 Scenario A
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Numerical results of model in [15]
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Fig. 14. Effective C/N0 estimation results for Scenario B.

The effective C/N0 estimates from the simulation and
the proposed model were consistent, demonstrating the
accuracy of (23). The effective C/N0 varied with the frequency difference, which was explained for Scenario A.
However, the results obtained with (24) were significantly
different from those obtained with the proposed model.
The reason for this difference is that when the power of the
CWI signal is stronger than that of the navigation signal,
the PLL tracks the filtered CWI signal. The CWI increases
the effective carrier power, as indicated in (23). Thus, the
power of the filtered CWI signal is positively proportional
to the effective C/N0. In previous studies such as [15], it
was assumed that the CWI increased the noise power at the
output of the correlator, but the simulation results in
Fig. 14 show that this is not the case. This difference is
also the reason that the effective C/N0 computed with the
proposed model reaches a maximum near -227 kHz,
whereas the effective C/N0 computed with (24) reaches
minimum. The results for this scenario reveal that the proposed model is more accurate than the model in (24).

5.3 Scenario C
The results for Scenario C are shown in Fig. 15,
where the horizontal axis is JSR and the vertical axis is
effective C/N0. This scenario was designed to assess the
effect of the JSR on the effective C/N0 when the power of
the filtered CWI signal is less than that of the filtered navigation signal.
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Fig. 15. Effective C/N0 estimation results for Scenario C.

The values obtained from the simulation were consistent with those computed with the proposed model,
demonstrating the accuracy of the proposed model in (20).
In this scenario, the effective C/N0 was negatively proportional to the JSR, as indicated in (20); the reason is the
same as in Scenario A. When the power of the filtered
CWI signal is less than that of the filtered navigation signal,
the PLL tracks the navigation signal. The CWI increases
the noise power at the output of the correlator. Thus, the
value of the effective C/N0 computed with the proposed
model is approximately equal to that computed with (24).

5.4 Scenario D
The effective C/N0 estimation results are shown in
Fig. 16, where the horizontal axis is the JSR and the
vertical axis is the effective C/N0.
This scenario was designed to evaluate the effect of
the JSR on the effective C/N0 when the power of the filtered CWI signal is stronger than that of the filtered navigation signal.
The effective C/N0 estimates obtained from the simulation were nearly identical to those computed using (23),
which demonstrates the accuracy of the proposed model.
The effective C/N0 computed with the proposed model was
positively proportional to JSR, but the effective C/N0 computed with (24) was negatively proportional to JSR, which
is incorrect according to the simulation results. The reason
was given in Sec. 5.2. When the power of the filtered CWI
signal is stronger than that of the filtered navigation signal,
the PLL tracks the filtered CWI signal. The CWI increases
the effective carrier power, as indicated in (23). In contrast,
the model in (24) assumes that the filtered CWI signal
increases the noise power at the output of the correlator.

5.5 Summary
In summary, regardless of the JSR, the effective C/N0
computed with the proposed model was consistent with the
simulation results, which demonstrates the validity of the
model. When the JSR is small (η << 1), the effective C/N0
estimated with the model in [15] was nearly identical to
that computed with the proposed model, but when the JSR

0
30

35

40
JSR/dBc

45

50

Fig. 16. Effective C/N0 estimation results.

was large (η >> 1), the effective C/N0 estimated with the
model in [15] decreased as the JSR increased, which was
the opposite of the behavior of the proposed model. The
effective C/N0 estimation model in [15] is not accurate for
estimating the effective C/N0 of receivers in the presence of
CWI with a large JSR. The proposed model is more
accurate.
It should be noted that an increase in the effective
C/N0 does not necessarily imply improved receiver performance. It can be observed from Scenario D that the effective C/N0 is approximately 60 dBHz when the JSR is
50 dBc. In the presence of CWI with a JSR of 50 dBc, the
effective C/N0 certainly increases. However, it can be observed that the I component values in Fig. 9 are much
greater than zero. Thus, the demodulation results for the
navigation data are all positive in Fig. 9, which differs
from the expected tracking results depicted in Fig. 6. The
error bit rate of the navigation data demodulation may be
50% (the worst case). It can be concluded from this example that the increase in the effective C/N0 does not necessarily translate to an improvement in the data demodulation
performance of the receiver. The effective C/N0 relates to
receiver performance only when the effective carrier power
is determined by the navigation signal and the effective
noise is the result of noise plus interference. Thus, the
effective C/N0 may be misleading in evaluating receiver
performance.

6. Conclusion
The purpose of this study was to develop a more
accurate method for estimating the effective C/N0 for
GNSS receivers in the presence of CWI. The filtering of
the CWI signal in the correlator was analyzed first, and
then the effect of the filtered CWI signal on the carrier
tracking loop was analyzed. A model for the effective C/N0
was developed for various levels of the jam-to-signal ratio
at the output of the correlator. For small values of the JSR,
the proposed effective C/N0 model was consistent with that
in [15]. For large values of the JSR, the behavior of the
carrier tracking loop was considered, resulting in a different effective C/N0 model. The proposed effective C/N0
model was validated with simulations. The proposed effec-
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tive C/N0 model is accurate over a wider range of CWI JSR
values than the model presented in [15].
An important conclusion is that the effective C/N0
may increase in the presence of CWI. It should also be
noted that receiver performance deteriorates in the presence of CWI. Therefore, the effective C/N0 may not be
accurate in evaluating receiver performance in certain
cases. The effective C/N0 relates to receiver performance
only when the effective carrier power results from the
navigation signal and the effective noise results from the
noise plus interference.
Several problems remain. As mentioned previously,
the effective C/N0 may not accurately reflect receiver tracking performance and data demodulation performance in the
presence of CWI. An appropriate method for evaluating
receiver performance in the presence of CWI remains to be
developed.
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The early component of the signal at the output of the
DLL code correlator is defined as follows:
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where rss, rls and rws were defined in (4). The late component of the signal at the output of the DLL code correlator
is defined as follows:
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When the PLL tracks the navigation signal, the filtered signal can be expressed as follows:
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An expression for the filtered interference can be derived
from (5):
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The noise is assumed to be Gaussian. The error signal at
the output of code correlator is
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 0.
A cross term between the signal and the interference can be
defined as follows:
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Thus, the signal at the output of code correlator using
NELP is
2
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It can be concluded from (39) that the code tracking is
unbiased; that is,   0 .
η >> 1

When the PLL tracks the filtered CWI signal, the frem
frequency component will be removed from the CWI. Thus,
the frequency of the replica carrier is fc + fd + frem. Thus,
the filtered signal term can be expressed as follows:
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Because the filtered CWI signal is tracked by the PLL,
the interference term becomes a constant. The interference
can be expressed as follows:
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where S ′τ + Δ/2 ( f ) is the spectrum of the PRN code,
c ′τ + Δ/2 (t) = c(t − τs)c(t − τs− τ − Δ/2) and θss is the initial
phase of the filtered signal. Thus, the filtered signal can be
expressed as follows:
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A cross term between the signal and the interference can be
defined as follows:
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Thus, the signal at the output of the code correlator using
NELP is
EE  L  0 .

(46)

It can be concluded from (46) that the code tracking
error is unchanged.
In summary, CWI will not change the code tracking
performance.

